
unitron.com/asia

At Unitron, we care deeply about people with hearing loss.  
We work closely with a responsible partner, 20dB Hearing, to 
provide hearing solutions that improve lives in meaningful ways.   
Because hearing matters. 

Moxi2 is a trademark of Unitron.

So natural
Speech sounds amazingly 
clear and music sounds just 
as it should.

Easier listening
Moxi2 works in the background, 
automatically making 
adjustments to your settings 
so you don’t have to. 

More choice
With three comfortable, 
discreet styles to choose from, 
it’s easy to find one that best 
suits your needs.

Tried and true 
Moxi2

Enticing and fluid 
Moxi2 Kiss 

Robust and resilient 
Moxi2 Dura

Products shown at actual size

Authorized Hearing Care Professional

 * Bukit Mertajam * Penang * Alor Setar * Johor Bahru 

* Kuantan * Ipoh * Ipoh Specialist Hospital * Taiping 

* Sitiawan * Kuala Lumpur (Cheras) * Kuala Lumpur 

(Taman Tun Dr. Ismail) * Klang * Seremban * Kuching * 

Sibu * Miri * Bintulu *

Careline:  
1800-88-2032   
Email:  
customercare@gnosis-hearing.com

International 
Warranty 
Who says warranty are only local?  
All warranty given to Unitron hearing 
instruments are  international. Covered by our 
EnRoute Warranty, rest assured that we have 
you covered when you travel overseas. 



Features Pro 20 16 10 E

State-of-the-art technology provides 
high-fidelity sound while meeting 
all your unique hearing needs

Best sound 
quality with 

SmartFocus 2

Exceptional sound 
quality with 

SmartFocus 2

Superior sound 
quality with 

SmartFocus 2

Great sound 
quality with 
SmartFocus

Great sound 
quality with 
SmartFocus

Automatic performance provides 
clear effortless listening 

Enhanced in 
multiple listening 

environments 
including music

Enhanced in 
multiple listening 

environments 
including music

Enhanced in 
multiple listening 

environments 

In 2 common 
listening 

environments

Manual

SpeechZone™ 2 ensures automatic 
intelligent tracking of speech 
for best clarity in challenging 
environments



Self learning recognizes your 
preferred settings automatically

  

Binaural Phone ensures you can hear 
your caller’s voice clearly in both 
ears

   

Tinnitus Masker diverting you from 
your tinnitus providing the relief in 
everyday life.

    

AntiShock eliminates uncomfortable 
noises without affecting the sounds 
you want to hear

    

Available in a variety of skin and hair tones as well 
as contemporary colors to match your personal style.

Accessories let you plug in, take control and extend 
your listening options. Ask your hearing healthcare 
professional how accessories can expand the 
possibilities of your hearing experience. 

Shelley is wearing 
Moxi2 Dura in amber suede

It’s no wonder people prefer the natural 
sound quality of Moxi.2 It offers three fresh 
styles available in five different technology 
levels each offering a unique mix of 
features. Moxi2 automatically makes speech 
clearer and listening easier, no matter where 
your day takes you. 

Moxi2 has what you need


